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As expected the Reserve Bank of New Zealand (RBNZ) left interest rates steady at 3.50%
in December. In the accompanying monetary policy statement the Board noted that ‘the
exchange rate remains unjustifiably and unsustainably high’ with members expecting to
‘see a further significant depreciation’. Despite this headwind members expect growth ‘at
or above trend through 2016 with unemployment continuing to decline’. As opposed to
their previous meeting where the Board went policy neutral, today they noted that with
‘modest inflation pressures the expansion can be sustained for longer than previously
expected with a more gradual increase in interest rates’. Keeping with that theme they
stated ‘with output projected to grow at or above capacity, CPI inflation is expected to
approach the 2 percent midpoint of the Reserve Bank’s target range in the latter part of
the forecast period’ with ‘some further increase in the OCR expected to be required at a
later stage’. In other words neutral bias gone, tightening bias returns.
Overnight OPEC slashed their 2015 global crude demand forecasts by 280k bpd to 28.92m.
If realised the figure will equate to the lowest demand seen in a decade. The news, along
with an unexpected lift in US gasoline inventories, saw the crude price sink by more than
3%.
The US Federal Budget narrowed sharply in November with a decline to $56.8b reported.
The figure, below the $121.7b level of October and expectations for a decline to $72.5b,
was a sharp improvement on the $135.2b deficit recorded in the same month a year ago.
Overall expenditure dropped to $248.3b from $317.7b a year earlier with receipts jumping
to $191.4b from $182.5b.
French industrial output fell heavily in October with a decline of 0.8% reported. The figure
was below the flat reading of September and expectations for an increase of 0.1% and was
the largest month-on-month contraction since May this year. Making the headline figure
even worse, manufacturing output fell 0.2% after expanding 0.3% in September with the
annual rate declining by 0.3%.
The UK goods trade deficit narrowed to £9.62b in October. The figure, the lowest level in
seven months, was below the £10.5b level of September but higher than estimates for a
decline to £9.5b. Including services, something that registered a surplus of £7.6b, the trade
deficit narrowed to £2.0b, below the £2.8b level of September.

The Day Ahead (AEDT)
The ASX 200 looks set to extend its losses this morning with SPI futures pointing to a fall
of 60pts on the open. With the commodities complex weak it’ll likely be left up to
financials, something that makes up 45.3% of the index, to determine the extent of the
falls today.
Another wild sessions for the AUDUSD overnight with the pair falling from .8347 to .8282
before rebounding sharply in sympathy with the NZDUSD. While it may be all well-andgood to paint the AUD and NZD with the same brush offshore that will certainly not be
the case today with domestic unemployment data for November, something that will act
as either a bullish circuit breaker or heap further pressure on the currency, set to shake
things up when released at 11.30am this morning. While it will have to produce a massive
upside surprise to break ever-increasing bearish sentiment, given positioning and the fact
this data tends to be volatile means that there is likely more upside than downside for the
Aussie heading into this release. Support is located at the overnight low, .8260 and again
at .8220 with resistance kicking in above .8360, .8400 and .8440.
Australian unemployment data for November will be released at 11.30am this morning.
Net job growth is expected to increase 15k, down from the 24.1k pace of October, with
unemployment tipped to rise 0.1% to 6.3%.
Regional data releases today include Japanese machine orders along with the December
monetary policy decision from the Bank of Korea. Later in the evening we’ll also receive
retail sales, jobless claims, import prices and business inventories from the US, CPI data
from Germany and France, Italian industrial output, Greek unemployment and Canadian
new home prices. On the policy front ECB President Mario Draghi will address the Italian
Parliament while the ECB announce the take up of their latest TLTRO program.
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